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concentrate your study. It's up to you. Through the guided
study sheets, you check yourself each step along the way. 

This course fulfills the prerequisite for the Analyst training,
the next one tentatively scheduled for mid-May.

Color
The latest generation of products now sport COLOR! The

first application was used for the new correspondence
Advanced training. It is very satisfying to see the clarity and
enhancement possibilities. You can look forward to seeing
more products and courses using color printing in the future.

There is a new computer-generated color chart now
available as well. If you would like your chart printed on
cardstock with the most up-to-date overview data, you can
order directly from New Sun Services.

New Tapes
A new Introduction lecture tape is now available. It is a

good quality recording, the Sedona audience was juicy, and
Ra was in great form. Includes the introduction brochure.

You can now listen to readings by Ra for Princess Diana and

The Commentaries: The 384 Lines of
the Rave I'ChingOnce again, Ra was in top form for the professional classes

this past March in Taos and delivered valuable indepth
information for all the students of Human Design who had the
chance to be there. Ra says that these courses are a real treat
for him as he is able to teach wellprepared students mature
enough to understand and in his native language without
being interrupted by a translator.

The series of unique courses continues this coming fall with
The Commentaries: The 384 lines of the Rave I'Ching.
Says Ra: “The wheel of the Human Design System in its
magic contains the story of being. The Commentaries is a
journey around the wheel and a revealing of the genetic
possibilities of the totality. For the student, the
Commentaries is both a practical immersion in hexagram
structure and the foundation for line interpretation in
Human Design analysis.”

This 11-day class (with a day off in the middle) is the most
comprehensive description Ra will give on the gates with their
lines and it is the only time it will be offered anywhere. We
expect a high turnout and even people from Europe and Asia.
It is time to plan ahead for this major event.

To qualify, you need to have completed at least the Basic
Training, and it is recommended (but not required) that you
take the Advanced training. The better educated you are in
the basics the more you'll understand the depth.

If you have yet to take a class, we are offering a new starter
package through May. It includes the correspondence Basic
training, the Human Design System book, 98 HDS Pocket
Ephemeris, from the Book of Letters, the new Introduction
lecture and shipping for $500. Take advantage of this now
and be prepared for the Commentaries class this fall!

Advanced training by Correspondence
The correspondence Advanced training is a great new

addition for learning Human Design. Students who've gone
through this course loved it, and found it an easy way to
complete the foundation knowledge required for Human
Design Analysis. Take your time with the lessons, or
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upcoming trainings
updated April 15, 1998, subject to change
for most current info check http://www.humandesignsystem.com

To register call   505  7582909

date  loca tion  course  teacher  descrip tion  price   foo tno te

May 15–17  Taos, NM  Analyst training  Zeno  reading charts  $400  2

Sep 30–Oct 11  Taos, NM  The 384 lines  Ra  11day intensive  $1650  1

Spring 99  Taos, NM  Analyst education  Ra  skills in HD analysis    3

Discounts

1  prerequisite Basic training, Advanced training
recommended

2  prerequisite Basic and Advanced trainings
3  licensed Human Design analysts only
•  No recording permitted.
•  Add 6.3% NM tax.

5% discount for full payment received three weeks
before course start.

Footnotes

continued from page 1

Both Basic and Advanced trainings are available in
convenient correspondence versions. Students are
provided with a wealth of printed and recorded study
materials. You can work at your own pace, using
worksheets and reviews.

$350BASIC TRAINING
Correspondence

$400ADVANCED TRAINING

Timothy McVeigh. The tapes are in the style as though the
person was there and neither assumes their fame. Beginners
can get a good idea of what a reading is, and advanced
students get examples of how Ra synthesizes the information
contained  in the Rave charts. 

As a result of many requests, Ra started recording readings
for clients in their absence. He agreed to continue this service
even when he's not in America. If you would like your reading
by Ra, you can order through New Sun Services. Price of $375
includes the tape, your chart and shipping. Allow 4–6 weeks
for delivery.

Analyst Education
A major focus this next year will be on continued education

for licensed Human Design analysts. We plan to introduce
license levels based on merit and coursespecific skills and

schedule a series of classes in Spring 99 for licensed analysts
only. The classes aim at enhancing general skills, and also
prepare for certification for specific types of services the
analysts may offer, such as relationship readings,
rectifications and Rave returns.

new
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* shipping  10%, min. $3.50
  NM residents add 6.3% tax

1 audio cassette
45 minutes
$15*
Princess Diana's Rave
reading by Ra

Finally an Introduction lecture
tape with good audio quality.

1 audio cassette, 60 min.
brochure, 12 pages
$12*

1 audio cassette
45 minutes
$15*
Timothy McVeigh's Rave
reading by Ra


